2013 Google PhD Fellowship Global Recipients

Google Australia PhD Fellowships
- Tor Lattimore, Google Australia Fellowship in Machine Learning (Australian National University, Research School of Computer Science)
- Yiran Shen, Google Australia Fellowship in Computer Networking (University of New South Wales, School of Computer Science & Engineering (CSE))

Google China PhD Fellowships
- Yanjiao Chen, Google China Fellowship in Mobile Computing (HKUST)
- Songpei Du, Google China Fellowship in Computer Graphics (Tsinghua University)
- Wei Shen, Google China Fellowship in Search and Information Retrieval (Tsinghua University)
- Wei Bi, Google China Fellowship in Machine Learning (HKUST)

Google European Doctoral Fellowships
- Maciej Besta, Google Europe Fellowship in Parallel Computing (Swiss Federal Institute of Technology Zurich)
- Gideon Blocq, Google Europe Fellowship in Computer Networking (Technion - Israel Institute of Technology)
- Matthew Henderson, Google Europe Fellowship in Speech Technology (University of Cambridge)
- Annelie Heuser, Google Europe Fellowship in Privacy (Institut Mines-Télécom)
- Christoph Kofler, Google Europe Fellowship in Video Search (Delft University of Technology)
- Robin Morisset, Google Europe Fellowship in Operating Systems (École Normale Supérieure / INRIA)
- Lukas Neumann, Google Europe Fellowship in Computer Vision (Czech Technical University)
- Daniel Renshaw, Google Europe Fellowship in Natural Language Processing (The University of Edinburgh)
- Sigurd Schneider, Google Europe Fellowship in Compiler Technology (Saarland University)
- Aliaksei Severyn, Google Europe Fellowship in Machine Learning (University of Trento)
- Christopher Smith, Google Europe Fellowship in Data Mining (University College London)
- Evgeny Strekalovskiy, Google Europe Fellowship in Image Analysis (Technische Universität München)
- Oana Tifrea-Marcuska, Google Europe Fellowship in Social Search (University of Oxford)
Google India PhD Fellowships
- Abir De, Google India Fellowship in Social Computing (Indian Institute of Technology Kharagpur)
- Debarghya Ghoshdastidar, Google India Fellowship in Statistical Learning Theory (Indian Institute of Science)
- Shahbaz Khan, Google India Fellowship in Algorithms (Indian Institute of Technology Kanpur)
- Harikrishna Narasimhan, Google India Fellowship in Machine Learning (Indian Institute of Science)
- Rajvi Shah, Google India Fellowship in Computer Vision (International Institute of Information Technology Hyderabad)

Google United States/Canada PhD Fellowships
- Fernando deGoes, Google PhD Fellowship in Computer Graphics (California Institute of Technology)
- Bhavana Dalvi, Google PhD Fellowship in Information Extraction (Carnegie Mellon University)
- Karthik Raman, Google PhD Fellowship in Search and Information Retrieval (Cornell University)
- Fang Han, Google PhD Fellowship in Statistics (Johns Hopkins University)
- Jeff Regier, Google PhD Fellowship in Machine Learning (University of California - Berkeley)
- Yingyi Bu, Google PhD Fellowship in Structured Data (University of California - Irvine)
- Bart Knijnenburg, Google PhD Fellowship in Privacy (University of California - Irvine)
- Mark Gordon, Google PhD Fellowship in Mobile Computing (University of Michigan)
- Ian Goodfellow, Google PhD Fellowship in Deep Learning (University of Montreal)
- Yunchao Gong, Google PhD Fellowship in Machine Perception (University of North Carolina)
- Yinqian Zhang, Google PhD Fellowship in Computer Security (University of North Carolina)
- Sumita Barahmand, Google PhD Fellowship in Cloud Computing (University of Southern California)
- Yang Wang, Google PhD Fellowship in Distributed Computing (University of Texas at Austin)
- Adrian Sampson, Google PhD Fellowship in Computer Architecture (University of Washington)
- Aditya Thakur, Google PhD Fellowship in Programming Technology (University of Wisconsin - Madison)